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As a researcher whose work focuses largely on the causes and conse quences of unwanted
pregnancy, I may appear to be an unlikely candidate to write a foreword to a book on infertility.
Yet, many of the themes that emerge in the study of unwanted pregnancy are also apparent in
the study of infertility. Moreover, this volume is an important contribution to the literature on
fertility, women's health issues, and health psychology in general, all topics with which I have
been closely involved over the past two decades. Neither pregnancy nor its absence is
inherently desirable: The occurrence of a pregnancy can be met with joy or despair, and its
absence can be a cause of relief or anguish. Whether or not these states are wanted, the
conscious and unconscious meanings attached to pregnancy and in fertility, the responses of
others, the perceived implications of these states, and one's expectations for the future all are
critical factors in determining an individual's response. In addition, both unwanted pregnancy
and failure to conceive can be socially stigmatized, evoking both overt and subtle social
disapproval. Fur ther, they involve not only the woman, but her partner, and potentially the
extended family. Finally, both of these reproductive issues have been poorly researched.
Because both are emotionally charged and socially stigmatized events, they are difficult to study.
Much of the early literature relied on anecdotal or case reports.

About the AuthorPaula Deen is the bestselling author of eighteen books and an Emmy Award–
winning Food Network television star. She was born and raised in Albany, Georgia. She later
moved to Savannah, where she started The Bag Lady catering company. The business took off
and evolved into The Lady & Sons restaurant, which is located in Savannah’s historic district and
specializes in Southern cooking. She also co owns Uncle Bubba’s Oyster House with her brother.
Paula publishes a bimonthly magazine, Cooking with Paula Deen, and is a regular guest on
QVC, where she sells her books and food products.Warmly effusive and dear yet gritty, Paula H.
Deen seems mythically Southern. But this cooking luminary, proprietor of Savannah, Georgia's
Lady & Sons restaurant, is the real thing. The Lady & Sons Just Desserts, her all sweets follow up
to The Lady & Sons Savannah Country Cookbook and The Lady & Sons, Too!, celebrates the
Southern sweet tooth with 120 recipes, including traditional formulas for the likes of Brown Sugar
Pound Cake and Lemon Chess Pie as well as best loved restaurant innovations like Turtle Cake,
Lemon Curd Pudding, and Gooey Butter Cake. ("These are very, very rich," Deen advises, "and
a little goes a long way  even for piggies like me!") Lovers of the restaurant  which grew to
prominence from $200 and lots of determination  as well as those seeking easy to fix temptations
should put this book to happy use.Among its wide ranging recipes, Desserts offers Carolyn's Jell 
O Cheesecake, Lauren's Chocolate Drizzle Pie, and Hidden Mint Cookies  recipes based on cake
mixes and other convenience foods. These creditable sweets are of course work saving, but are



perhaps better viewed as solidly characteristic of their time and place. Equally particular are
candies like Mamma's Divinity and Uncle Bubba's Benne Candy, and "other sweet things," as
Deen dubs them, such as Banana Split Brownie Pizza, Easy Homemade Oreo Ice Cream, and
Fresh Apples with Butterscotch Dip. With asides by Deen family members, including son Jamie's
"Food Is Love" ("I am right this minute 20 pounds over loved," he writes), useful tips (Deen
provides an "emergency" recipe for sweetened condensed milk), and plenty of piquant anecdote
(after Deen had rattled on endlessly to her grandmother about her intention to open a restaurant,
the older woman paused and replied, "Paula, have you lost you damned mind?"), the spiral 
bound book is not only full of delectable eating, it's lots of fun.   Arthur Boehm  This text refers to an
out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.IntroductionHave you ever been sick and tired of being sick and tired? Well, this was
the position I found myself in in 1989. I wanted to be able to act instead of react. I wanted to
make choices for myself instead of taking what came my way through the actions of others. I
wanted to be my own woman.Back in 1965, after I had graduated from high school, my daddy   
so badly   wanted to send me to school in Florida to study to be a dental hygienist. Yuck! I had
just finished the most cram filled fun social three years of my life at Albany High School and now I
was supposed to be a dental hygienist? It was obvious a mad coon had bitten my daddy."I'm
sorry, Daddy" I said, "I just can't bear the thought of spending the rest of my life smelling
people's stinky breath. But," I went on to say, "how about the Patricia Stevens Modeling
School.""Absolutely not!" he said. "I will not turn my eighteen year old daughter loose in
Atlanta."Since we couldn't agree on the education thing, I would just solve all the problems by
marrying my high school sweetheart.One night my mother slipped into my bedroom and sat on
the side of my bed. The look on her face was sad and full of concern as opposed to the soft
sweet smile she normally wore. "Paula, I want you to give careful consideration to the decision
you've made, because this commitment should be for a lifetime. If there's anything that bothers
you at all about the young man that you have planned to marry make sure it's something you can
live with, because contrary to what you may think you don't have the ability to change
people."Well, I just couldn't believe it. My daddy wants me to be a dental hygienist and my
mother is suggesting that my marriage might not be a perfect one. Of course, my fianc&#233;
was perfect, and I was going to be the perfect wife and mother.So the wedding was held, and I
think it took me all of three months to realize I would have made the perfect dental hygienist!The
dreams of a perfect life were shattered seven months after my wedding. My daddy died.How
could this charismatic, wonderful, forty year old man whom we all depended on be gone from us
forever? The pain this brought to our family was devastating, and I thought that things could get
no worse. But four years later my beautiful mother died. She was forty four years old.Besides
myself, Mother left behind a sixteen year old son, my little brother, whom I adored. By this time I
also had two little boys of my own under the age of three. The pain I felt for myself was riveting,
but the pain I felt for my brother, Bubba, can't even be put into words. I have searched for them,
but cannot find them. So, at the ripe old age of twenty three I had the responsibility of raising two



babies, and trying to continue the job that my mother had started with one of her babies. And
don't forget the husband.Over the years, I began to have symptoms of agoraphobia. At one
point, I wondered if I would ever be able to leave my home again. Panic attacks became a way of
life. I was at my lowest when I knew I could no longer leave the house to accompany my children
to the activities they loved. If my boys couldn't walk, they didn't go.So in spite of the deep love I
had for my family, I found I was not the perfect mother. I was not the perfect wife. And I didn't
have the perfect husband.When I was forty, my husband announced that he was accepting a
position in Savannah, Georgia. I had to leave behind everything that I knew and loved. I was
barely able to function in the town in which I had been born and lived my whole life. How was I
ever going to function in a strange new city on the other side of the state?Well, after arriving in
Savannah I handled the move by going to bed for two months. There seemed to be no end to the
tears. I had to get out of bed to eat, but I did not have to get out of bed to cry. Albany, my home
town, might as well have been two thousand miles away rather than two hundred, and because I
couldn't make the journey back home alone, I was stuck.Then one day I woke up and it was like
turning on a light switch and I could see clearly. I decided at that moment I was going to get out
of that bed and begin living life to the fullest.I decided at that moment I would no longer let the
fear of fear control my life, and I spent the next two years pondering how I could improve my life
and the lives of my children. I wanted so much to give my sons wings either through education or
a business, something that they could sink their teeth into. So in 1989, I finally made the decision
to follow in my Grandmother Paul's footsteps.My Granddaddy and Grandmama Paul were in the
restaurant and lodging business. Granddaddy Paul knew he had a jewel in my grandmother
because she was a fabulous southern cook. Grandma and I spent many years in the kitchen
together, her teaching, me watching and learning, laughing together, and enjoying the fruits of
our labor. I now realize that I was getting an education without going to school.I'll never forget my
grandmother's words the day I called to let her know what I had decided to do. I rattled on
quickly, and when I finally ran out of breath and became quiet there was just silence on the other
end. Just when I thought our call must have been disconnected my grandmother said, "Paula.
Have you lost your damned mind!"I busted out laughing, "Well, Grandmama, the apple doesn't
fall far from the tree, does it?"So at the age of forty two, I turned to my stove and began a
business called The Bag Lady. The sum total of my starting capital was two hundred dollars. I
spent fifty dollars on groceries, about forty dollars on a cooler, and the rest on a business license
and incidentals. This girl was off and running!It was just a good thing that I didn't know how far
and how long I was gonna have to run, 'cause I might not have made it if I'd known how long the
track was. It wasn't unusual for me to work a sixteen or twenty hour day. I prepared fresh meals
daily for people who were stuck in their offices and to be delivered by my sons, Jamie, twenty 
one, and Bobby, eighteen, and their girlfriends.While my children were running their daily routes
I cleaned the kitchen from top to bottom and then immediately, began the next day's
preparations. It was a never ending cycle, but determination would not allow me to tire of it.Before
I knew it, two years had passed, and I found myself moving into a bona fide restaurant space in



the Best Western Central hotel on the south side of Savannah. I would remain there for five
years, and I found out that running The Bag Lady was like a day in the park compared to running
a full service restaurant.My hours were governed by the Best Western's policies, which required
me to serve three meals a day, seven days a week. And I continued to maintain The Bag Lady. I
decided that the restaurant would be named The Lady, hoping people would associate The Lady
with The Bag Lady and bring us instant credibility.The lack of revenue would require all the work
to be done by my sons, their girlfriends, and me. Thank God for those two pretty girls! They were
wonderful on the dining room floor. Before we knew it we'd made lots of friends and were serving
many Southside business people. My newfound independence brought along the ability to ask
for the inevitable. My marriage of twenty seven years was finally over.Now that I had settled my
personal life, my every thought was about my next business move. My cooking style was
southern plantation cuisine, reminiscent of the Old South. Downtown historic Savannah was the
place for me.I'll be forever grateful to Michael Brown. A downtown developer, one day he walked
into The Lady and informed me that he had the perfect location for us. We met on the corner of
Congress and Montgomery streets. As we leaned against an old building and chatted, Michael
pointed across the street to the old Barnett's Educational Supply Building. It was perfect. That
afternoon, Michael and I consummated the deal with a handshake. Talk about naive! I had just
committed myself to a twelve year lease in an old building that would require $150,000 worth of
work.Being turned down time after time by different financial institutions alm...  This text refers to
an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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